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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is the LEAST appropriate acton to mitgate product risks for a web applicaton? [K3] 2 credits 

A. Initate reviews of test design 

B. Use professional and skilled testers with appropriate technical knowledge 

C. Run tests in multple operatonal environments 

D. Allocate more tme to high risk areas 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following BEST explains the use of cause-efect graphing? [K2] 1 credit 

A. Useful to gain a graphical overview of a program\\'s logical structure and are typically used as the basis for creatng
decision tables. 

B. Used with the purpose that with a limited set of test cases a reasonable level of coverage can be achieved. 

C. Used to test the ability of the sofware to enter into and exit from defned states via valid and invalid transitons. 

D. Used as a clear method to verify testng of all pertnent combinatons of conditons and to verify that all possible
combinatons are handled by the sofware under test. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following descriptons is an example of the use of defect taxonomies? Number of correct answers: 1 [K2] 1
credit 

A. Grouping defects found in executon by functonal areas 

B. Following a defect management process through testng 

C. Running tests with the aim of fnding as many defects as possible 

D. Using a list of known defect types to penetrate the security of computer systems 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Apart from state transiton testng, which other specifcaton-based technique would you additonally choose to test the
interfaces between components of "Route Calculaton" and thus typically fnd diferent types of defects? 
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Identfy the MOST likely technique from the following list. [K4] 3 credits 

A. Equivalence Parttoning 

B. Use Case Testng 

C. Orthogonal Arrays 

D. Decision Testng 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements is TRUE with respect to when the test analyst should become involved during diferent
lifecycle models? [K2] 1 credit 

A. In a sequental V-model project the test analyst should start test analysis and design concurrently with coding 

B. In Agile projects the test analyst should start test analysis and design concurrently with coding 

C. In a sequental model project the test analyst should start test analysis and design concurrently with sofware design 

D. In an embedded iteratve model the test analyst should expect to be involved in the standard planning and design
aspects 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following comments would be the MOST important one you would make? [K3] 2 credits 

A. Descripton of fow is not detailed enough 

B. Specifc characteristcs of actor(s) are missing 

C. No usability acceptance criteria 

D. User tasks not defned 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

Tax system A tax system needs to be updated due to new legislaton. For a person with a salary of less than 

20.000 and who is married, the tax needs to be re-calculated. If the person also has more than two and less than fve
children, an additonal 10% reducton is applicable. How many cases are required to test the "Tax system" specifcaton
using a decision table which is not collapsed? [K3] 2 credits 

A. 2 

B. 4 

C. 6 

D. 8 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Ken, an entrepreneur in Leeds fnds the quality of the tea locally available so low, that he decides to research superior
teas around the world. He decides to market, sell and distribute these superior teas via the web. His market strategy is
to ofer superior products on a well-designed website with graphics that are fast to load, has high availability, superior
usability and fast response tmes. The website will ofer the following: 

-An innovatve interactve catalogue of teas, which not only enables customers to buy the product, but also enables them
to provide feedback by ratng the teas (which will infuence his stock purchasing levels) 

-

Provide the customer with the ability to use secure credit card transactons 

-

Provide the customer to give general feedback Ken selects an iteratve model for the development of the prototypes. The
team consists of three developers that are experienced in web development. Ken, although he doesn\\'t have technical
skillset, is concerned with quality. He doesn\\'t believe a lot of documentaton is necessary and he wants the website to
be completed quickly. The test basis contains the following: 

-Story boards that show the informaton fow and page links through the site 

-HTML pages developed to date. 

-A statement of non-functonal requirements. With the strategy taking shape, Ken asks your advice on the specifc testng
techniques that should be used to complete the required testng, bearing in mind the nature of the applicaton and the
nature of Ken\\'s overall objectves. Which TWO of the following items may more frequently need to be explained in
greater detail for nonfunctonal defect reports than for a functonal defect report? [K2] 1 credit 

A. Expected results 

B. Steps to reproduce the defect 

C. Test data used to identfy the fault 

D. Level of load on the system at the tme of failure 
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E. Actual results 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

How many invalid test cases can be identfed from the "Route Calculaton" state table provided? You may assume all
actons are diferent and independent. [K3] 3 credits 

A. 6 

B. 8 

C. 102 

D. 12 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is a typical work product that the Test Analyst would deliver as part of the test closure actvites?
[K2] 1 credit 

A. A list of all deferred defects 

B. A list of all rejected defect reports 

C. A list of all defects found in producton and fxed in this release 

D. A list of all resolved defects 

Correct Answer: A 
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